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THE DIRECTOR'S
LETTER
ANN HUYSMANS

2020 saw us through the prelude of a global health crisis that continued
throughout 2021, with the additional challenge of the onset of social unrest in
Eswatini. MC responded to this new given with the necessary caution. On the
one hand, we did not want to undo the development work of the past 8 years and
reset the community to an attitude of dependency. At the other hand, we wished
to show compassion in unprecedented harsh circumstances. In November 2020, MC engaged its
beneficiaries across its programs (Sponsored High School Students, Club members, Afternoon Club children)
in a broad survey.
The scope of this study is fairly large as 426 participants were included in this research paper. Therefore, a
few conclusions can be mentioned with some certainty:
·Food security and Employment
The pandemic has adversely affected food security in the peri-urban Lobamba Lomdzala constituency. Prior
to the pandemic, 27% of breadwinners were unemployed.The first wave of Covid-19 has added another 32%
to the households without cash income. This brings the unemployment rate to a staggering 59%. More than
76% of the beneficiaries reported food security problems, with 10 % living dangerously close to the extreme
poverty line. MC responded with the distribution of food hampers to its 700 households in the months of
July and September.
·GBV and Sexual Abuse/Rape cases
54% of respondents reported increased stress levels in their families, and our PSS department reported a
palpable increase in GBV and sexual abuse/rape cases. Our Child Protection Unit worked around the clock in
collaboration with the DCS unit of the Malkerns Police and the DSW. The increase of reported cases
necessitated MC to employ an additional Social Worker in 2022.
·Gardens
MC has noted encouraging gardening initiatives from its beneficiaries on an individual level and on a
collective club level. More than 70% of MC’s beneficiaries have established gardens, even though only the
bursary students are mandated to do so. The tippy taps established at household level counteracted the
declining hygiene practices and assisted the correct precautionary responses to limit the spread of Covid-19.
·Fathers on Board
Our survey brought to light that single mother households (46%) are a majority amongst our beneficiaries.
Over the past year MC has made a concerted and consistent effort to bring male members of the
community back to the task of raising strong children. We realized that in the absence of traditional cultural
structures, this wish would need to be educationally underbuilt. This gave birth to the PiP project, Partners
in Parenting, that started in April 2022.
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Organizational development
As an organization we made excellent use of the extra office time through the digitalization of all our data.
Our junior and middle management staff were trained in Office, Word and Excel, and assisted in the
transition from an admin system based on hard copies to a soft copy based administration. In-house we
engaged in a 360degree audit, which turned out to be a very useful and empowering exercise, building a
foundation for a strong participatory team.
Acknowledgements
We wish to pay tribute to our loyal donors; the Bliss Family Charity, Sahee Foundation and ELMA
Philanthropies, who stood by MC in increasingly difficult times, trusting that the route we chose to support
our community of kids and youth in the Lobamba Lomdzala Community had been given much deliberation
from a development and management perspective.
Special acknowledgement goes to the Kirsh Foundation and the local Kirsh Representative, Mr George Lys
for the E1 million food security donation that kept our community afloat during the winter of 2021.
We also wish to honour the private Tertiary Educational Institutions for their boldness and initiative to reinvent themselves in taking their courses online.
Hats off to our Design Your Future students who all succeeded in continuing their courses despite many
disturbances. Our five livestock teams stayed on course as well despite the disruptions and the irregular
feed supply.
Ann Huysmans
10 April 22
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PSYCHO-SOCIAL
SUPPORT
"Year 2021 did not become better as the pandemic also did not become any better and the infection
and death rates of Covid-19 increased. During mid-year the political and social unrest in the country
also made the situation worse. The PSS department had an influx of cases mostly caused by the
above. Cases came from the children in all Moya programs, other children in our database and also
from other families in the Community"
Dumsile Dlamini - PSS/EDU Manager

Between 2020 and 2021 as the social structures we had created as a community unrivalled; the cases of abuse and
neglect increased. Even though the average of cases reported were higher in 2020 than 2021, the cases were still
prevalent. As people focused more on how to make a living during a pandemic; the less they felt inclined to report
cases. Delays from lockdowns and closure of governmental structures caused backlog in cases that were reported. The
level of resilience in the community has increased due to the Restorative Justice and Counselling interventions from
our PSS department as cases are followed up on until resolution.
Our biggest win in the previous year of decreasing certificate obtainment cases was unfortunately disturbed due to
the lockdowns as parents couldn't follow up with Home Affairs due to closure and lack of financial support. Many
issues had to take a back seat as people fought for survival during the pandemic and the political instability that
followed. We hope that in 2022, we can get back the gains we had made with this issue.
The influx of hard cases meant working round the clock as most children/families could not cope. Amongst the
challenges were; abuse of children, loss of family members and food security due to the price hike of basic necessities
of goods in the shops. The unstable school calendar made children more vulnerable as they were at home most of the
months of the year. School is life to the children and also a safe place for them including the one meal they get at
school, without school their vulnerability was heightened.
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Levels of unemployment caused an increase in substance abuse as a coping mechanism which then led to the
neglect of children in the community. Substance abuse combined with people being stuck at home due to job
cuts and lockdowns, created a GBV crisis on a national level. Restorative Justice is an important intervention
tool for Moya that increased significantly throughout 2021, as we tried to create harmony and peace in the
households to the benefit of the children. We also scaled up our Family Planning interventions as 2020
brought a balloon effect of unwanted pregnancies that people could not carry financially. We recognized the
importance of trying to close that tap as the increase of vulnerable children in the area has increased in the
past two years. Unplanned pregnancies mean vulnerable children growing in toxic environments.
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Refferal System

The PSS department relies on certain players in the community to identify, solve and follow up
with cases. These are entities set up as the eyes and ears of Moya due to the size of the
Lobamba Lomdzala Constituency and to cultivate a sense of responsibility for each other
amongst the community. During the pandemic, Moya relied even more on these entities as
movement was limited and the Centre was closed. Below are the contributions of those key
players in our referral system:

Peer Supporters
2% of Cases

The Peer Supporter Program started 2014, has the children and youth
identifying other young people who need PSS assistance in the community.
Even though schools were closed for long periods of time, Peer Supporters
still managed to refer 2% of the referred cases. We project an increase in
this number as the school year normalizes in 2022.

Youth Clubs
28% of Cases

The Youth Clubs are under the Healthy Pro-active Living department and
they meet once a week. Our Youth Leaders identify children who need PSS
assistance during the club sessions. These cases are then referred to our PSS
department. In 2021, Youth Clubs accounted for 28% of referred cases. A
steep increase of 19.3% from 2020. This speaks to the capacitation of our
Youth Leaders.

Sponsored Students
46% of Cases

Part of our Holistic scholarship program includes PSS interventions that are
necessary as our beneficiaries are all from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Through our selection process and the duration of the sponsoring, the
Education department analyses their home situation to identify any issues
that may be prevalent. These cases are then referred to the PSS department
to work on.
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HEALTHY PRO ACTIVE LIVING
Gardens
" Overall the HPL program has been successful despite the the Pandemic. Covid-19 presented a
challenge as the children couldn't attend Club sessions during hard lockdowns. However they
exhibited an increase in confidence as the sessions picked up when restrictions were eased. The
department focused on Food security interventions during the year which presented a great
platform to engage parents on a holistic level.

Between 2019 – 2021, 133 Moya Sponsored High School students were mandated to establish and maintain a door sized
garden in order to continue receiving the Moya scholarship. Only four students lost their scholarship through non
compliance or insufficient effort to fulfill this requirement. 9 collective gardens were established in the community at
the club venues or in the neighborhood. They were maintained by the club participants and monitored by MC’s permaculture officer. The group garden produce was sometimes donated to needy families or club members as part of their
community service.
This initiative expanded to the establishment of many more gardens at the homesteads of the children and youth
during 2020 - 2021. Despite the fact that very little supervision was provided by MC, these gardens flourished and are
still running. Natural fencing material is in short supply in our communities. This proves to be the main cause of the
discontinuation of Gardens. The variety of vegetables in the garden has improved with on average 3 permaculture
practices being implemented (greywater, mulching and composting). More emphasis will be put on recycling practices
from 2022 onwards. We are looking to get more in-kind support from warehouses for garden tools as those are
expensive to purchase and are an important part of ensuring sustainable gardens.
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HEALTHY PRO ACTIVE
LIVING
Youth Clubs

The program had 13 community clubs with ages ranging from 4 to 20 years. (4 kids clubs – 7 preteen clubs and 3 youth
clubs)
- 14 Caregivers and 9 Youthleaders were trained in the GLOW and BRO manual of Peace Corps. We built an excellent
relationship with PC and are awaiting their reviewed and expanded manuals to be published in June/ July 2022. MC has
been reassured to be part of the training that will be held once the new cohort of PC Volunteers arrives in Eswatini.
- 12 Caregivers and 9 Youth leaders were trained on gender sensitive approaches and have started implementing them
on a club level.
The regular attendance to sessions has improved: In 2019 the attendance rate was below the targeted percentage of
60%. In 2020 and 2021 the attendance greatly improved, with respective averages of 70% and 86%. Increased
confidence and increased social interaction was observed leading to more social cohesion and personal growth.
-Only 2 teenage pregnancies were reported in our clubs in 2021.
-In the Covid years 2020 and 2021, MC had 5 community engagement exercises, engaging each time most of the
parents/guardians, family members of our 700 club participants on numerous topics related to food security, child
protection and wellfare, the healthy upbringing of children in the homestead.
-MC will continue its focus on preteen clubs and might phase out the youth clubs over time. Graduation of club
participants at the age of 18 has become a new practice to avoid dependence. 3 of our youth leaders have continued
their education on a tertiary level.
-2 of our youth leaders became part of the ILIGP livestock project and have now been mentored for 12 months in pig
farming and goat rearing.

Lessons taught by Clubs:

- Abuse
- Road Safety
- Water & Environmental Dangers
-Healthy Living
- Moral Developtment
- Education
- Social Development
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HEALTHY PRO ACTIVE
LIVING
Kids' Clubs

It has become a norm that children come to the club washed and with clean clothes in 3 clubs with the exception of
Malkerns kids club, partially due to its location in the settlements and the domination of single mother households.
Dental hygiene has been stepped up as well as the emphasis on the avoidance of excessive sugar and unhealthy
snacks in the children’s diet. The importance of birth certificates is now an established fact and few of our
households have required assistance in this program lately. However absent fathers remain a cause for delayed
registration of newborns. Parental involvement with the education of children has visibly increased. In 2022-2024, the
parents/guardians and male figures in the family will be regularly engaged on SRH and family planning through our
latest Program; Partners in Parenting (PIP). The importance of positive interactions and the social /psychological
wellbeing of their children will become the main focus. Please see our numbers for 2021 in the Kids Club program:
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FOOD SECURITY

2021, gave no reprieve for the community as waves of Covid-19 were still running rampant.
Those who were not surviving in 2020 were thrown further down into destitution. Our focus as
an organization shifted together with the needs of the community as sustenance became a
primary need. Fortunately a few donors decided to support Moya further through Food parcel
donations. Our gratitude goes out to the following:

1313

01 — Kirsh Foundation
Supported Moya with E1M that went into supporting 1 313 families in
Lobamba Lomdzala with Food Parcels.

02 — CONCO Eswatini

180
20
90

For Christmas, CONCO donated 180 Food parcels to the Community. This
came at a time when many families did not know what they would be eating
during the holidays.

03 — SAHEE Foundation
Supported 20 Families with two (2) rounds of monthly food parcels for six (6)
months.

04 — BoMake Rural Projects
and The Thorne Family Trust
They donated 90 food parcels that went to our Afternoon, Pre-teen and Kids'
Club. That is 90 food parcels that supported about 300 family members.
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EDUCATION
2021 was also a difficult year for the School Calendar as the country was grappling with both
the Covid-19 pandemic and the Political unrest that broke out in June. Schools were closed on
numerous occasions during the year which meant that our Holistic Sponsorship Program was
also disturbed.
A total of 135 learners were
sponsored for their High School
education in 2021. This was an
increase from 132 students
sponsored in 2019. 85 of these
will be moving to the next
grade. Unfortunately due to the
very limited class time that
learners received with the
interruptions throughout the
year, the number of learners
who passed decreased from the
99 from 2020.

Out of Moya Centre Sponsorship - 10 learners
1 (LLHS) : Failed Form3 (Junior Certificate Examinations)
3 (1 St. Annes, 2 LLHS): Dropped-out of Moya sponsorship
due to pregnancies
3 (1 (LNHS), 1 (EMV) 1 (LLHS): Relocated due to family issues
2 (LNHS): Expelled from School therefore out of Moya Centre
1 (St.John BoscoSponsorship : Failed to follow Moya policies
therefore out of Moya Centre SponsorshipOut of the 10 students who are now out of Moya Centre Sponsorship those who had to drop out of school due to the
mentioned cases = 5 (3.7 %). Worth noting however is that more learners are proceeding to the next level of education
and also finish the whole cycle of Secondary and High school in each year.
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Highlights of External Examinations Year 2021

Junior Certificate (JC) Examinations -A total of 21 Moya Sponsored learners in all the Moya Partner High schools
wrote the Junior Certificate (J.C) and their results were as follows,
·Merit-2 learners
·First class pass -2 learners
·Second Class pass-14 learners
·Third class passes- 2 learners
·Failures- 1 learner

Worth Noting-more learners in the first three classes and only 1 failure despite 2021 being a difficult school year.
Learners who passed J.C will be starting the last two years of High School.
EGCSE- Form5- A total of 37 Moya Sponsored learners in all the Moya Partner High Schools have completed High school
as they did write the EGCSE examination for year 2021. The learners are still waiting for their results. Moya Centre has
offered them an opportunity to re start their High School (form 4 & 5) due to Covid 19 in 2020 and 2021. In a recently
held meeting with them 14/37 warmed up to this opportunity. The names have submitted to their different schools for
further assessment and we are still waiting for their response, hopefully they will restart soon.

No of learners per school & Gender breakdown per
school
LLHS- 55 learners-(31 males, 24 females).
LNHS- 30 learners- (15 males, 15 females).
St.John Bosco 26 learners (all males).
St’Annes – 20 learners (all females)
Other Schools- 4 learners (males, female)
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No of learners in all Education Programs in 2021:
High School Sponsored learners-135 learners

Pre-school children- 38 children (25 moved on to grade 1
in 2022- children)
Afternoon Club- 148 members
DYF-No of Students- 12- (including the 2 with NLL)- 9 have
completed their studies.

NAME

Former School & Year of
Completion

TERTIAR
Y
Instituti
on &
Course
accepte
d for

Dladla Mandisa

St.Annes-2020

Diploma
in
Pharmac
y-SANU

Yes

Dlamini Ayanda

ST.JB-200

Christia
n
Universi
ty

Yes

EMV-2020

Bachelor
of Arts
in
Humanit
iesUNESWA
K

Yes

LLHS-2020

Bachelor
of
ScienceUNESWA
K

Yes

LLHS-2020

Bsc in
Agricult
ural BioSystems
Engeerin
gUNESWA
L

Yes

LNHS-2020

Bachelor
of Social
Sciences
UNESWA
K

Yes

Simo Hlatshwako

ST.JB-2019

Bsc in
Comput
er
ScienceUNESWA
K

Yes

Sifiso Tfwala

ST.JB-2019

Plumbin
g
CourseMITC

Solon-NLL

LNHS-2019

ECCDLikusasa
Life
Skills
College

Solon-NLL

Mdakane Vuyo

Mdluli Sihle

Mdzebele Qiniso

Ncongwane Tandzile

Pretty Mbuli

GVT.SCHOLARSHIP
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COMMUNITY EMPOWERNMNET

Moya Centre through financial support from SAHEE has implemented a three-year Healthy Proactive living program in
the Lobamba Lomdzala Inkhundla. Between 2019- 2021, 133 Moya sponsored high scholars were tasked to establish
and maintain a door sized garden for them to continue being sponsored. However, four students lost theirs through
non- compliance. Collective gardens were established, maintained by club participants and monitored by MC’s Permaculture officer, and the produce was donated to the needy as these gardens were flourishing despite the little
supervision. However, due to short supply of natural fencing materials, the gardens had to stop. More emphasis will be
put on recycling practices from 2022 onwards.
The department will also see a shift from Healthy Pro-active Living to a project called Partners in Parenting (PiP) that
will be focused on bringing fathers back into the households and ease the burdens of child rearing that falls solely on
women. 80 couples will be trained on child developmental needs and how they can collaborate better when it comes to
parenting.
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Moya Centre (MC) piloted the small scale Inter-generational Livestock Income Generating Project (ILIGP) through
financial support from US Embassy – Eswatini, to provide opportunities to five (5) stagnant youth (boys) and 5 (five)
caregivers (females) of Lobamba Lomdzala. Five teams pairing a caregiver with youth leaders were trained on
financial literacy, business skills and animal husbandry over a period of 4 weeks with a 12 months mentorship by MC.
Additional technical supports from Ministry of Agriculture and local prevocational schools were provided to the
farmers. Two teams were provided with piggery structures, two ready to mate pure breed sows and support for 12
months.
The other three teams provided with six indigenous female goats and one pure breed female goat each. A hybrid
male goat was shared amongst the three farmers business. The pigs’ teams utilized 60% of the total project
investment expenditure compared to 40% for the goats’ teams. Khwali Piggery team invested more from their own
coffers as compared to their counterparts the Luphahleni Team, evidenced on the lesser (E5000.00) requisition for the
structure set up to the E7000.00 requested by the Luphahleni Team. Each goat team received equal startup of
E3000.00. Monthly meetings and follow ups by MC supported all the teams to have a successful business. MC’s
Psychosocial Support team provided restorative justice to the Khwali Pigs’ team. All the farmers were able to retain
their partners and business, with improved working relationships between the two generations. The pig enterprise
was found to be more profitable and provided faster cash returns as compared to the goat’s enterprise. However, a
high investment cost is required from the pigs than the goats. In all the teams there were no labour costs as all the
team members shared the responsibilities of taking care of the animals. The goats’ enterprise seems to be a good
investment with satisfactory returns and low investments.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERNMNET

The Youth Resource Centre was created to cater to our Alumni for the purposes of Resume creation, Scholarship
applications, bursaries and job search. The centre was fully operational in 2021 with a designated IT Officer who was
placed there to assist beneficiaries and was open even on some weekends to assist beneficiaries who had school
during the week. The need for the centre was made even more apparent as online learning became the norm during
2021 as the pandemic was still strong and social unrest followed after. Most of the Tertiary institutions have retained
online learning as a means to curb costs during transport costs increases.
in 2022, the Centre will still be available for our growing list of Alumni and will be open during certain days of the
week as the hiring of a full time IT Officer is dependent on availability of Funding.

2021 was the second year of our Design Your Future project whereby ten (10) students were afforded the chance to
attend Tertiary Courses in various institutions of higher learning in the country. This project was sponsored by Solon
Foundation and ELMA foundation. 2021 was a particularly difficult year for the project as Covid-19 was still prevalent
and mid year, political uprisings began and the country went into a standstill. Classes were all discontinued and
travelling was difficult as the Transportation Association went into a strike. The situation was so bad one of our
students had to walk from Manzini to Lobamba which are in two different regions as there was no transport and
shops were looted so food scarcity became a reality. The DYF team tried to capacitate the students to keep learning
online and stayed in constant communication with the schools' Administrations. We hope to continue with this
project in 2023 as it has proven to be a great opportunity for our Alumni in a country where scholarships are hard to
find and levels of unemployment are at an all time high.

EVENTS & WORKSHOPS

2021 was a year for growth and capacity building for Moya as both staff and beneficiaries were taken through various
workshops during the year. 2021 also saw a strenghtening of Team Building activities so the staff can bond and build
good rappoire which is integral for the work that they do. These were planned by the Coomunications and Events
Department. Here are some of the events and Workshops conducted in 2021:
- SRH & Gender Equity Workshop with Healthplus4Men and MenEngage
- The SODV refresher Workshop for our PSS team by Mr Mzwandile Masuku from the DPMO.
- The Journey of Life Workshop
- Kids Club and Youth Clubs End of Year Events and Celebrations

WHAT'S NEW AT MOYA

2021 also saw a change in the Moya Team through the joining of Ms Notsile Nelile Nkambule as a Communications,
Resource Mobilization and Events Manager. She replaced Mrs Katelyn Mushiphi as she relocated back to her home state
of Arizona, USA. Ms Nkambule was a former Head of Projects for the MTN Bushfire Festival and holds an International
Relations Degree from the University of Pretoria and has over five years experience in NGOs, Social Media Lobying,
Marketing and Events Management. She is responsible for the internal and external communications, supporting the
Director in Resource Mobilization and planning of Moya Events.

Thabiso Kunene joined Moya in 2021 as an IT Officer and Club Co-Ordinator. His job was Data capturing for
the kids’, Pre-teens and Youth Clubs, coordinating the logistics for the clubs’ activities, delivering food and
materials to clubs. He also supervised the Resource Centre.

Nolwazi Ndzinisa rejoined Moya in 2021 as an HPL and Communications intern.She holds a Bachelor of Arts in
Social Sciences. Her duties are monitoring clubs, assist with workshops and planning meetings for the project.
She also supervises the Resource Centre. She assisted in club facilitation, social media content creation and SRH
facilitation for the PSS Department.

WHAT'S NEW AT MOYA

This year was a year of a much needed upgrade in terms of our external communication and due to ever
changing Funding dynamics; we had to ensure that our website stays updated and active. The
Communications department undertook this intense process of rejuvenating the website for months and
we ended up with a more updated and user friendly site. The introduction of drop-down menus and the
black thematic background all contribute to the end user experience. We have been able to be noticed by inkind donors and other potential stakeholders through our Website which is encouraging as we step into a
new Resource Mobilization journey. Our new website also highlights our staff by putting faces to the names
that do the amazing work that the organization has managed to accomplish.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Being a Community based organization, we rely on our local stakeholders that include the
uMphakatsi waka Lobamba Lomdzala, the Inkhundla and elders in the community. We also
rely on local and international donors to keep us going as we serve the community. It has been
a tough year on a global scale as the Pandemic wrecked havoc on the Economy, most people
just simply didn't have a lot to give. We would like to pas sour heartfelt gratitude to ALL our
sponsors and Donors for continuing to support the Community of Lobamba Lomdzala:
Program Funders/Donors:
Bliss Family Foundation
SAHEE Foundation
ELMA Philanthropies
Solon Foundation
Global Giving
In-Kind Donors
CONCO Eswatini
kobla Quashie
AD Enterprise
BoMake Rural Project and Thorne Family
Swazi Can Ltd Pty
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CONTACTS

How to Keep in Touch with Moya Centre

Are you interested in
donating, learning more
about Moya Centre, or
getting involved with the
work we do? Please Reach
out to us!
Our newly revamped website :
www.moya.org.sz
Facebook Page: MoyaCentreSwaziland
Twitter Page: @MoyaEswatini
Instagram Page: @moya.centre.eswatini
Email:
moyacentre.communications@gmail.com
+268 2528 2043
+268 7699 6125

The Moya Centre’s work is supported by the
generosity of donors. To help us continue the
important work that we do, please donate on
the details below:
Mobile Money Donations (Swazi MTN)
+268 76997807
FNB MATSAPHA
Account Name: Moya Trust
Account Nr: 62430260886
Account Type: Current/Cheque
Branch Name: Matsapha
Branch Number: 281064
Swift code: FIRNSZMX
FNB Bank Physical address:
Matsapha Business Centre
First Avenue
Matsapha
Swaziland
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